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Abstract—Harmonic task scheduling has many attractive
properties, including a utilization bound of 100% under rate-
monotonic scheduling and reduced jitter. At the same time, it
places a severe constraint on the task period assignment for any
application. In this paper, we explore the use of harmonic task
scheduling for applications with multiple feedback control tasks.
We present algorithm for finding harmonic task periods: to min-
imizes the distance from an initial set of non-harmonic periods.
We apply the algorithm in a scheduling and control co-design
procedure, where the goal is to optimize the total performance
of a number of control tasks that share a common computing
platform. The procedure is evaluated in simulated randomized
examples, where it is shown that, in general, harmonic scheduling
combined with release offsets gives better control performance
than standard, non-harmonic scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial controllers are often implemented as periodic
tasks executing under the control of a real-time operating
system using fixed-priority scheduling. Furthermore, for cost-
saving reasons it is not uncommon having multiple controllers
sharing the same execution platform. This leads to the problem
of scheduling and control co-design. Most controllers are
designed assuming a constant sampling period and a negligible
or constant input-output latency, also referred to as control
delay, or simply delay. Due to the interference that high-
priority tasks impose on lower-priority tasks these assumptions
do not always hold. The key problem in scheduling and control
co-design is to optimize the combined performance of all the
control tasks in the systems, subject to a schedulability con-
straint [1]. This is done by assigning suitable task parameters
and designing feedback controllers that take the resulting task
schedules into account.

In our previous work [2] the optimal task period assignment
problem was solved assuming controller cost functions that
depended linearly on the period and the delay, and where
the delay was assumed to be constant and estimated using
approximative response-time analysis. More recently, in [3] we
instead modeled the delay by the statistical distribution of the
task response time, and an optimization-based approach was
used to find the task periods for a set of controllers designed
using stochastic linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control de-
sign techniques. The response-time distributions were found
by simulating the task schedule. In the follow-up paper [4]
our approach was instead to perturb the task periods slightly
in order to obtain a finite hyperperiod, and, hence, a periodic
delay pattern in the control loops. This periodicity was then

Fig. 1. Two tasks with non-harmonic periods (upper plot) and harmonic
periods (lower plot). The job arrivals are shown with down-arrows and the
job finishing times with up-arrows.

explicitly accounted for in the control design, by applying
periodic stochastic LQG control design.

In the current paper the focus is again on perturbing
the task periods, but in this case to make the task periods
harmonic. Harmonic task sets have many attractive properties.
As long as the total utilization is less than or equal to 1,
the task set is schedulable under both rate-monotonic (RM)
and earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling. Also, assuming
constant execution times, the response times and start latencies
are constant—something that leads to a particularly simple
LQG control design. Consider the simple example shown in
Fig. 1. In both cases we have two control tasks running under
RM priority assignment, where the sampling is performed at
the job arrival times and the actuation is performed at the
job finishing times, i.e., the control delay equals the response
times. In the upper plot the tasks have periods {3, 5} and
constant execution times {1, 3}. We assume that these periods
have been chosen to give good total control performance. From
the figure one can see that the response time of task ⌧2 varies
according to the pattern 5, 4, 4, 5, 4, 4 . . .. If one changes the
period of task ⌧2 to 6, i.e., harmonize the periods, then, as
shown in the lower plot, the response time will be always
equal to 5, i.e., more deterministic than in the first case.
This will most likely lead to worse control performance since
both the period and the average delay are larger than before.
However, if one also introduces an offset of 1 for ⌧2 then
the response time will always be equal to 4. The question is



then whether the decrease in performance of control task ⌧2
caused by the longer sampling period is compensated for by
the increased performance caused by the shorter and constant
delay obtained through the period harmonization. This is the
essence of the problem that we are investigating in this paper,
and the evaluations performed show that this is generally the
case.

In the paper we present some new results on task period
harmonization and scheduling analysis for harmonic tasks,
with the twin goals of simplifying the control design and
improving the performance of multi-loop control systems. The
specific contributions of the paper are as follows:

• We give an algorithm for calculating the closest harmonic
task periods (in the Euclidean sense) to a set of initial
periods, under full utilization.

• We present a new scheduling and control co-design
method based on the results above. The method strives to
optimize the overall LQG control performance of a set of
control tasks that share the same CPU. The new method
is compared to previous work in simulated randomized
examples.

Outline of the Paper

In Section II, related work is presented. In Section III, we
give the basic scheduling and control system models, includ-
ing the metric we use to evaluate control performance. The
algorithm to harmonize a non-harmonic task set is presented in
Section IV. In Section V, the harmonic task period assignment
is evaluated with and without task offsets and is compared to
non-harmonic period assignment. Finally, in Section VI, some
concluding remarks are given.

II. RELATED WORK

The scheduling and control co-design problem was first
formulated in the seminal paper [1]. A cost function, which
was a function of the task period, was introduced for each
controller, and the design goal was to select periods such that
the total control cost was minimized while keeping the task
set schedulable. The paper [5] analyzed how the cost function
of an LQG controller depends on the sampling period and
proposed an on-line period adjustment algorithm.

Delay and jitter due to task scheduling can have a great
impact on control performance [6], [7]. In [2] an integrated
design method was proposed, where both periods and delays
were taken into account when assigning control task periods.
The delay was—at design time—assumed to be constant and
was found through an approximate response-time analysis. In
[3], a stochastic LQG scheduling and control co-design method
was proposed, in which controller response times were treated
as independent random variables. However, the response-time
of a periodic task actually appears in a periodic pattern. Hence,
in [4], a periodic stochastic LQG control design method was
proposed that takes the response-time distribution of each job
in a hyperperiod into account. The resulting controller has
time-varying parameters and its design is quite involved.

Harmonic task periods have some potential benefits, both
for scheduling analysis and for control system design [8],
[9]. The hyperperiod of a harmonic task set is finite and
small [10], [11]. RM scheduling of harmonic tasks is feasible
if the utilization is less than or equal to 1, e.g., [12]. [13]
gives an exact schedulability test for harmonic real-time tasks
with integer-valued parameters, which can be checked in
polynomial time. The papers [14], [15] proposed two efficient
methods to assign harmonic periods to real-time tasks with
period ranges: the forward approach in [14] and the backward
approach in [15].

III. REAL-TIME AND CONTROL SYSTEM MODELS

A. Real Time System Model

We consider a real-time system, which is implemented by
n tasks, running on a single CPU under preemptive RM or
EDF scheduling. The ith task, denoted by ⌧i, is defined by
the 4-tuple (Ci, Oi, T

l
i , T

u
i ), which is defined as follows:

• The execution time Ci is the length of time the task ⌧i
takes to execute. In this paper we will assume that this is
constant. For simple control algorithms, including LQG
controllers, executing on single core with simplistic mem-
ory hierarchies, this assumption is reasonably realistic.

• The offset Oi is the instant at which the first job of task
⌧i is released. If no offset is specified, then Oi = 0 is
assumed.

• The period Ti is the constant time between the release
of two consecutive jobs of task ⌧i. It can be chosen from
the allowed time interval [T l

i , T
u
i ].

In the RM scheduling case, the task priority is assumed to be
implicitly assigned by the task ordering. A smaller task index
i value means higher priority. The task ordering under both
RM and EDF scheduling is decided by the periods, so that a
task with a shorter period has a smaller task index i. If two or
more tasks have the same period, then the order among them
can be chosen arbitrarily.

For the given parameters mentioned above, the following
characteristics can be calculated:

• The response time Rij is the time that elapses from the
release time to the finish time of the jth job of task ⌧i.

• The start latency Sij is the time that elapses from the
release time to the start time of the jth job of task ⌧i.

• The task utilization Ui = Ci/Ti measures the amount of
computational resources required by the controller. We
denote the total utilization of all control tasks by U =Pn

i Ui, which should be less than or equal to 1.

B. Control Problem Formulation

For each task ⌧i, a linear time-invariant continuous-time
plant is defined in state-space form as

ẋi(t) = Aixi(t) +Biui(t) + vi(t)

yi(tk) = Cixi(tk) + ei(tk)
(1)

where xi(t) is the state vector of the plant, ui(t) is the control
input, yi(t) is the system output, and Ai, Bi, Ci are constant



matrices. The disturbance vi(t) is continuous-time white noise,
while the measurement noise ei(t) is discrete-time white noise.

For each plant, an LQG controller should be designed to
minimize a quadratic cost function

Ji = lim
t!1

1

t
E

Z t

0

�
xT
i Q1cixi + uT

i Q2ciui

�
d⌧ (2)

where Q1ci and Q2ci are symmetric positive definite weighting
matrices that penalizes state deviations and the control signal
effort. The LQG controller is designed off-line, taking infor-
mation about the expected delay (whether constant or random)
into account. The control design gives rise to a linear controller
with constant parameters.

IV. FINDING HARMONIC CONTROL TASK PERIODS

In control–scheduling co-design, it is typically assumed that
the period of each control task can be chosen as a real value
within a (possibly infinite) period range. In a prototypical
problem formulation, the performance of each controller is
described by a cost function J(T ), which is assumed to be
an increasing function of the task period T , i.e., the lower
the cost, the better the performance will be. The goal is to
optimize the combined performance of all control tasks subject
to a utilization constraint Ub, e.g.,

minimize
T1,...,Tn

J =
nX

i=1

J(Ti), subject to
X Ci

Ti
 Ub

If the function J(T�1) is convex, efficient numerical methods
are available to find the global optimum [5]. We showed in
[16] that the harmonic period set

T = MC (3)

with T =
⇥
T1 T2 · · · Tn

⇤T and with M being the
reciprocal matrix given by

M =

2

6664

1
m1

...
m1m2 · · ·mn�1

3

7775


1

1

m1
· · · 1

m1m2 · · ·mn�1

�

Here, we are interested in solving a similar co-design
problem, but we want to restrict the possible task periods
to be harmonic. However, optimization problems involving
integers (in our case the harmonic factors m1, . . . , mn�1) are
in general NP-hard [17], meaning that the optimal harmonic
control task period assignment problem cannot be solved
efficiently. Hence, we propose the following heuristic approach
to harmonic control task period assignment: finding the closest
harmonic period assignment to a set of initial periods. All
feasible candidate solutions are then evaluated with regards to
the total control performance and the best solution is chosen.

We assume that a set of full-utilization initial non-harmonic
task periods are given as T 0 =

⇥
T 0
1 T 0

2 · · · T 0
n

⇤T . The

Fig. 2. Finding the closest periods set to the initial periods set.

problem is then to find a set of harmonic periods that mini-
mizes the Euclidean distance between this set and the initial
periods:

minimize
T1,...,Tn

��T � T 0
�� , subject to

nX

i=1

Ci

Ti
= 1,

Tk+1

Tk
2 N+, k 2 {1, 2, · · · , n� 1}

Theorem 1. Let

T ⇤ =
⇥
T ⇤
1 T ⇤

2 · · · T ⇤
n

⇤T

be the solution of the above optimization problem. Then
T ⇤ 2 {MC}, where M is defined in Eq. (3), mi 2⇢�

T 0
i+1

T 0
i

⌫
,

⇠
T 0
i+1

T 0
i

⇡�
.

Proof. Let f : Rn�1 ! Rn be defined as

T = MC = f([m1 m2 . . . mn�1])

where the matrix M is given in Eq. (3), and let the initial
harmonic periods be T ⇤ = f(m⇤

vector), in which m⇤
vector =⇥

m⇤
1 m⇤

2 . . . m⇤
n�1

⇤
. Further define

mvector,j =

"
m⇤

1 m⇤
2 . . .

&
T 0
j+1

T 0
j

'
+ 1 . . . m⇤

n�1

#

mvector,j =

"
m⇤

1 m⇤
2 . . .

$
T 0
j+1

T 0
j

%
� 1 . . . m⇤

n�1

#

Let T = f(mvector,j). Now consider Fig. 2 where the curve
represents the utilization bound. Since this curve is convex,
in the triangle T ⇤T 0T , the angle between T ⇤T 0 and T ⇤T is
greater than 90�. Then

��T � T 0
�� <

��f(mvector,j)� T 0
��

and, similarly,
��T � T 0

�� <
��f(mvector,j)� T 0

��

The two inequalities above also apply for the high-dimensional
case. By choosing different values of mi, one can show that



for each i  n � 1, the two inequalities are valid. In the
n�dimensional case, we need to check 2n�1 inequalities.

V. CO-DESIGN AND EVALUATION

In this section we apply harmonic period assignment in
control–scheduling co-design and compare the resulting per-
formance to state-of-the-art non-harmonic co-design.

A. Co-Design Procedure

As a starting point for the co-design, we find a set of
non-harmonic, real-valued task periods and corresponding
controllers using the sequential search optimization method
in [3], which in turn is initialized using the method in [2]. We
then harmonize these periods using Theorem 2 or Theorem 3
and enumerate all possible combinations of the harmonic
factors. For each harmonic period assignment, we redesign
each controller based on the new period and the new (now
constant) control delay. Finally, we evaluate the combined
control performance of all cases and pick the best result.

All controllers are designed using the lqgdesign com-
mand in Jitterbug [7]. To make a fair comparison between
harmonic and non-harmonic designs, we make the following
assumptions for the LQG control design:

• The harmonic control design takes the constant delay into
account.

• The non-harmonic control design takes the delay distri-
bution due to task scheduling into account, resulting in
a jitter-robust controller with fixed parameters [3]. The
delay distribution is found through a schedule simulation
in TrueTime [7].

• The target CPU utilization is 1 for both harmonic schedul-
ing and non-harmonic scheduling. Under non-harmonic
scheduling, if the response time variability is greater than
the period, then the response time distribution used in the
control design is truncated to the period length.

The cost function (2) for each controller under each schedul-
ing scenario is evaluated using the TrueTime toolbox [7].
Using TrueTime it is possible to simulate real-time kernels
with tasks executing, e.g., controller, code under the control of
an arbitrary scheduling policy and interacting with continuous-
time dynamic models representing the physical process under
control. It is also possible to numerically evaluate the same
quadratic cost functions that are evaluated analytically using
Jitterbug. However, using TrueTime one is not, as in Jitterbug,
restricted to scenarios in which the delays are independent,
e.g., in the non-harmonic controller evaluations.

The design and evaluation procedure is summarized in the
flow diagram in Fig. 3.

B. A Simple Co-Design Example

For a simple co-design example, we choose three plants

P1 =
2

s2
, P2 =

1

s2 � 3
, P3 =

1

s(s+ 1)

to be controlled by three tasks ⌧1, ⌧2, ⌧3. ⌧1 has the highest
priority and ⌧3 has the lowest priority. The execution times

Calculate initial
periods using [2]

Calculate initial
non-harmonic

periods using [3]

Harmonize the
periods using Thm 1

Redesign controllers

Evaluation in TrueTime

Evaluate cost in
TrueTime for non-
harmonic periods

Fig. 3. Co-design and evaluation procedure for non-harmonic and harmonic
designs.

are given as C1 = 0.1, C2 = 0.12, C3 = 0.14. The LQG cost
function parameters are given as Q1c = CTC, and Q2c =
0.01tr (Q1c).

Initial non-harmonic periods are calculated by the following
initialization procedure (cf. [3]):

1) For task i, assume that the LQG cost can be approxi-
mated by a linear function of the period Ti and of the
delay Li,

Ji = ↵iTi + �iLi

Evaluate the sensitivity coefficients ↵i and �i at the
point Ti = Ci, Li = Ci using numerical linearization
and Jitterbug. Then use the period assignment method
in [2] to minimize the LQG cost under the simplifying
assumption that these are the true cost functions.

2) Use the Sequential Search method and stochastic LQG
design method in [3] to find the non-harmonic periods.

The initial non-harmonic periods are T ⇤
1 = 0.3017, T ⇤

2 =
0.4089, T ⇤

3 = 0.4478 with initial cost J⇤ = 2.01. The LQG
cost is then evaluated in TrueTime for the following cases:

• No offset. Assume a constant delay equal to the job
response time Ri to design and evaluate the LQG con-
trollers.

• Offset. Add the start latency Si as a release offset to
each task; then design and evaluate the LQG controllers
for the constant delay Ri � Si.

The resulting periods and LQG costs are shown in the table
below. No offset means sampling happens at job release time,
while offset means that sampling happens at the job start.

{m1,m2} T1 T2 T3 Jno offset Joffset
{1, 1} 0.36 0.36 0.36 1.99 1.57
{1, 2} 0.29 0.29 0.58 2.11 1.57
{2, 1} 0.23 0.46 0.46 1.90 1.33
{2, 2} 0.20 0.39 0.78 2.56 1.75



The result shows that when we approximate the initial non-
harmonic task periods with harmonic ones, the costs can be
better or worse than the initial cost. However, when we utilize
release offsets, the cost is clearly better than the initial cost
in all the cases, with the best case obtained for {m1,m2} =
{2, 1}.

Continuing the same example, we also show how to find
harmonic periods when there are constraints on the allowable
period ranges, and then evaluate the LQG control performance,
using the same plants with the same execution times as
before. Assuming that the period Ti can only be chosen from
[0.6T ⇤

i , 1.7T
⇤
i ], it follows from Theorem 3 that the possible

periods are when {m1,m2} is {1, 1}, {1, 2}, {2, 1} (as shown
above), or {3, 1} (as shown below).

{m1,m2} T1 T2 T3 Jno offset Joffset
{3, 1} 0.19 0.56 0.56 3.36 2.25

It should be noted that the global optimal harmonic period
assignment with the lowest total control cost is not necessarily
restricted to the above cases. The control cost function could
have a form so that the harmonic period assignment with the
lowest cost is not among those assignments that are close
to the initial non-harmonic periods in the Euclidean sense
or within the ranges given by the sampling period rule of
thumb. However, as shown in the general evaluation in the
next section the proposed approach obtains gives considerably
better control performance than the non-harmonic case.

C. Randomly Generated Example

To see if the good results shown in the simple example
above holds in more general cases, we randomly generate sets
of three plants from the following three plant families:

• Family I: All plants have two stable poles and are drawn
from P1(s) and P2(s) with equal probability where

P1(s) =
1

(s+ a1)(s+ a2)
, P2(s) =

1

s2 + 2⇣!s+ !2

with a1, a2, ⇣ 2 unif(0, 1), ! 2 unif(0, 1).
• Family II: All plants have two stable or unstable poles,

with each plant drawn with equal probability from

P3(s) =
1

(s+ a1)(s+ a2)
, P4(s) =

1

s2 + 2⇣!s+ !2

with a1, a2, ⇣ 2 unif(�1, 1), ! 2 unif(0, 1).
• Family III: All plants have three stable or unstable poles,

with each plant drawn with equal probability from

P5(s) =
1

(s+ a1)(s+ a2)(s+ a3)

P6(s) =
1

(s2 + 2⇣!s+ !2)(s+ a3)

with a1, a2, a3, ⇣ 2 unif(�1, 1), ! 2 unif(0, 1).
We randomly generated 20 sets of plants for each family.

For the LQG controllers, we used the design parameters
Q1c = CTC, and Q2c = 0.01tr (Q1c). The task execution
times were randomly generated from C1 2 unif(0.09, 0.11),

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

I, no offset I, offset II, no offset II, offset III, no offset III, offset

Fig. 4. Normalized costs for harmonic tasks without and with offsets

C2 2 unif(0.11, 0.13), C3 2 unif(0.13, 0.15). Task 1 has the
highest priority, while task 3 has the lowest priority.

The optimization procedure to assign initial non-harmonic
periods is the same as in the previous section. We find the
four closest harmonic period sets to the initial periods using
Theorem 1. For the harmonic periods case, the response time
of each task is constant. Using this constant response time as
delay, the LQG controllers are designed and the corresponding
costs are evaluated. In the table below, the minimum cost, out
of the four cases with harmonic periods, is given. We then
add an offset to each task in order to obtain a shorter delay
for task 2 and 3. The length of the offset is the start latency
of each task. The constant delay is Ri � Si. The we design
controller and evaluate the LQG costs for this constant delay.
The overall results, averaged over 20 generated plant sets for
each family, are summarized below.

Family I II III
non-harmonic tasks 2.92 8.61 29.46
harmonic tasks 2.53 5.17 17.76
harmonic tasks with offsets 2.03 3.91 15.43

In the above table, we design the LQG controllers and
evaluate the LQG costs as follows:

• Non-harmonic tasks. The delay distribution is truncated
to the interval

⇥
Rbest

i , Rbest
i + Ti

⇤
. The probability of a

response time greater than Rbest
i + Ti is added to the

probability mass function at Rbest
i + Ti. We then use

the truncated delay distribution to design stochastic LQG
controllers. The LQG cost is evaluated in TrueTime.

• Harmonic tasks. We calculate 2n�1 sets of harmonic pe-
riods. For each set, LQG controllers with constant delays
equal to Ri are designed and evaluated in TrueTime. The
period set giving the smallest cost is selected.

• Harmonic tasks with offsets. For each set of harmonic
periods, LQG controllers with constant delays equal to
Ri � Si are designed and evaluated in TrueTime. The
period set giving the smallest cost is selected.

We normalize the costs for non-harmonic tasks to 1 for each
plant set, then normalize each cost for harmonic tasks without



0.2
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Fig. 5. Normalized costs for non-constant execution times (note different
scale than Fig. 4)

or with offsets, compared with corresponding non-harmonic
tasks cost. The box plot is shown in Fig. 4.

In Family III, the likelihood that the plants are unstable,
and, hence, more sensitive to delays and delay jitter, is larger,
and therefore the control cost is considerably higher than for
Family I and II. The best results are obtained for the harmonic
tasks with offsets. In this case the increase in cost caused by
the period perturbation is small compared to the decrease in
cost caused by the smaller and jitter-free delays.

The evaluation above is based on the assumption that the
execution time are constant. However, in reality this is seldom
the case. To investigate the effect of varying execution times
we design the controllers using the harmonic task with offset
method assuming that the execution times are constant. When
we evaluate the performance we let the execution time vary
from job to job according to Unif(0.9Ci, Ci). The costs now
become

Family I II III
Cost 2.01 3.88 15.33

I.e., the costs are even smaller than before. We also make a
box plot of costs for non-constant execution times compared
with non-harmonic tasks costs in Fig. 5. This is, however,
not so surprising since the average delay is shorter than the
constant delay in the constant execution time case.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the harmonic scheduling
and control co-design problem. Through an extensive eval-
uation it was shown that co-design using harmonic control
task periods gives better control performance than using non-
harmonic periods, when task offsets are added. The reason
for this is the fact that under harmonic scheduling the re-
sponse times and start latencies for each task are constant,
assuming that the task execution times are constant. This can
be exploited in the LQG control design through the constant
control delays that it gives rise to. However, as shown in the
evaluation also in the case when the task execution times vary
slightly from job to job the proposed co-design method gives
good results.

In order to implement the co-design method a heuristic ap-
proach to harmonic task period assignment has been presented.
The method is used to find the closest harmonic periods to a
set of initial periods.
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